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Abstract. In this paper, we survey different types of Models of culture for virtual
humans. Virtual humans are artificial agents that include both a visual human-like
body and intelligent cognition driving action of the body. Culture covers a wide
range of common knowledge of behavior and communication that can be used in
a number of ways including interpreting the meaning of action, establishing iden-
tity, expressing meaning, and inference about the performer. We look at several
examples of existing cultural models and point out remaining steps for a more
full model of culture.

1 Introduction

Virtual Humans [1, 2] are artificial agents that include both a visual body with a human-
like appearance and range of observable behaviors, and a cognitive component that can
make decisions and control the behaviors to engage in human-like activities. Virtual
humans often engage in conversation (embodied conversational agents [3]) and can play
a number of roles, including providing a human-like interface to information services,
acting as a roleplayer in a training system, acting as a tutor, or a “non-player character”
in a game.

Virtual humans can have two main roles with respect to culture. First, they can
be seen as artifacts that have been designed according to the guidelines of a specific
culture, similar to the way the shape of electric outlets and the layout of keys on a
keyboard vary from country to country. One finds it much easier to use an artifact that
follows a familiar design than one which is equally efficient but follows a design from
a different culture.

A more interesting role, though, is to portray the virtual human as belonging to
a specific human culture. In some sense this is unavoidable in that every choice of
appearance and behavior of the virtual human will indicate something about culture
and roles within that culture. Having virtual humans with explicit models of specific
cultures can offer a number of advantages, such as

– making it easier or more effective for people from that culture to interact with and
understand the virtual human

– adding verisimilitude to an experience (game or training simulation) set in a partic-
ular locale, inhabited by people from that culture

– training people to recognize members of a specific culture
– training people how to behave with members of a culture and what results from

different kinds of interaction



In this paper we examine several different approaches to modelling culture for vir-
tual humans and the applications that they are appropriate for. In the next section, we
discuss culture, and provide a working definition for study. In section 3, we examine
some of the differences that arise in different cultures. In section 4, we look at different
sorts of cultural models and examples of their application for virtual humans. Finally,
we conclude in section 5 with some thoughts on the ideal cultural model and steps
needed to achieve it.

2 Culture

There are literally hundreds of definitions that have been given for culture, already
categorized in various ways by Kroeber and Kluckhohn [4]. For the purposes of this
paper, and exploring different models of culture for virtual humans, we will use the
definition in (1).

(1) A culture is a set of rules that a group has common knowledge of and orientation
towards.

These rules can be of several sorts, including

(2) a. Normative rules of how people in certain roles should behave
b. communicative rules of what behavior will signify which meanings in which

contexts
c. inferential rules that specify what new knowledge can be derived from existing

knowledge (including behaviors and communications)

Each of these rules can be used in several ways. For example, the normative rules
can be used to recognize someone’s observed behavior as conformant or discordant
with those rules and thus decide whether they belong to the culture and what role they
are adopting within that culture (e.g. as conforming member, nonconformist, leader,
follower, . . . ). One could use the same rules to choose one’s own behavior and project
an identity as part of a culture or having a certain role. Likewise, one could use knowl-
edge of a communicative rule in order to produce behavior such that it will convey a
particular meaning in a given context. Or one could use the rule to infer a meaning from
observed behavior in a particular context. Or one could infer from the apparent use of
the behavior to convey the meaning that the context holds and/or that actor is a part of
the culture.

The culture group can be of any size – it is often convenient to look first to national
groups, because of obvious cultural markers such as distinct languages and legal force
behind rules of behavior, however a cultural group can also be smaller or larger than
this. At the extremes, universals among all humans would be indistinguishable from
biological or physical universals, and at the other extreme, if only one individual is
oriented to the rules, it may be said to be an individual trait. Anything in between this,
however, may be part of the realm of culture. Any given individual will usually be part
of many different cultures, including national and linguistic cultures, but also cultures
based on occupation, local area, family, etc.



3 Aspects of Cultural Differences

Cultures can differ in many aspects of the rules. Some of these differences are:

– different appearance
– different behaviors
– different meanings
– different contexts
– different mappings from behavior and context to meaning
– different frequencies of behavior

Appearance is one of the most obvious markers of cultural difference. Cultures often
have different conventions about clothing, hairstyle, jewelry, make-up, tattoos, etc., both
in terms of what can be worn, and what the significance of wearing it is, e.g. group
membership or status.

Cultures may also differ in the kind of behaviors that are performed. Some behaviors
are performed in only some cultures but not others, while in other cases, the same
behavior is performed but with different meanings. Cultures may also vary in terms
of what kinds of meanings are important and expressed by behaviors. In still other
cases, the same meaning is attributed to the behaviors, but the situations are different, so
there is not the same opportunity to express the meaning. There are also cases in which
the situations, behaviors, and meanings are the same but the frequency of occurrence
are different across cultures. For example, as compared in [5], Canadian soldiers had
a much higher incidence of acknowledgement acts (according to the HCRC coding
scheme [6] than Scottish University students when performing the maptask. Likewise,
English speakers had many more feedback moves (in the Verbmobil-2 coding scheme)
[7]) than German speakers, when performing the Verbmobil tasks.

In terms of conversational behaviors, there are a large number of behaviors that can
vary across culture. Most obvious is verbal language - different languages and speaker
groups within the languages can have noticeable differences at many linguistic lev-
els, including the phones used to convey meaning, the way these sounds are carved up
into phonemes, how meaning units such as words are put together, and syntactic and
discourse levels. There are also a number of non-verbal behaviors that convey culture-
specific meaning in different ways , including proxemics, gaze, facial expressions, body
posture, hand gestures, and prosody and intonation. There are also patterns of interac-
tion that vary from culture to culture, including turn-taking, greetings and closings,
sequential interactions (such as how many turns it may take to propose and accept a
course of actions), grounding behavior, attitudinal expressions such as boosting and
downplaying when reporting significant events.

4 Types of Cultural Models

Because of so many differences and kinds of differences between cultures, there are thus
many different ways of modelling culture-specific behavior for virtual humans. One key
question about cultural models is whether they are intended as internal or external. An
external model of culture is one that is meant to cause an observer of the agent to



see the agent as behaving according to that culture (and thus perhaps a member of the
culture group with a specific role in that group). If a virtual human has only an external
model built in to it, it may have no explicit model of the culture, how to interpret the
behavior of others according to this culture, or how to draw culture-specific inferences.
An internal model of culture would allow the agent to have a representation in some
form of the rules of the culture and make decisions about both the meanings of the
behaviors of others as well as its own behavior. The behavior that the agent produces
might, however, not be recognizable as appropriate for that culture by a person familiar
with the culture, if the model is partial in some ways, e.g. taking into account only some
of the aspects of that culture. Both of these kinds of models can be further broken down
into subtypes.

For external models, the simplest and arguably highest impact aspect is the physical
appearance and set of behaviors that the virtual human can adopt. Here there is even
more freedom or virtual humans than real people, since physical and biological charac-
teristics can be abstracted away from toward cultural stereotypes. [8] shows differences
in interpretation of static facial expressions of Avatars depending on the national origin
of the coder. In the virtual humans in [9], the set of gestures used by the Spanish doctor
and Iraqi elder were animated by observing actors from these cultures, and mapping is
made from “universal” meanings to culture-specific behaviors.

Some models take into account not just the set of behaviors but the frequency, as
well. E.g., [10] has models of inter-turn overlap and silence in which the relative fre-
quency of behaviors depend on culture-specific parameters. These parameters can be
set through observational studies of people in that culture, for example the corpora de-
scribed in [11]. Some models also include different frequencies for different situational
contexts. The model of proxemics in [10] has different culture-specific normal distances
for different types of relationships, and the resulting behaviors of moving closer or fur-
ther depend not just on these norms, but also other factors such as noise level and group
cohesion, as described in [12]. The model of gaze in [10] also takes into account differ-
ences in conversational role, such as speaker, addressee, overhearer, other. The model
of gaze in [13] relies on speech act, speaker type and function as well as culture group
in order to set probabilities for gaze targets. In all of these cases, the main purpose of
the model is to provide an impression to human viewers that the virtual human belongs
to a particular culture group (and is behaving appropriately for one of that group). The
model of [14] uses a bayesian planner and culture model to decide on behavior, and a
culture-specific sceheduler using frequency information about behaviors and cultures.

Internal models of culture for virtual humans are comparatively more rare. In one
sense, every virtual human model that can engage in the full range of conversation
(including producing and interpreting behaviors and making inferences and decisions)
has some sort of culture model implicit in these processes. Few though explicitly sep-
arate the culture element from other aspects of behavior and meaning. There are some
culture-training systems in which a user learns aspects of a culture by interacting with
virtual humans e.g., [15–17]. In these systems, the choice of behaviors is important for
the flow of the scenario: user choice of an inappropriate action can lead the characters to
react badly and ultimately foil success in the simulated mission. One learns that certain
actions, such as smalltalk before a business meeting, or removing sunglasses can lead



to greater success in such a situation. These models are generally limited to specific
the utility of individual actions from a culture-specific point of view, and perhaps an
aggregate utility computation based on the sum of actions. These models generally do
not have a deeper notion of cultural constructs, however, such as roles within a culture,
inferences about membership in one culture vs another, or culturally meaningful norms.

[18] explicitly models socio-cultural norms in a task model linking actions with
effects in terms of not just physical states but mental models of culturally significant
states. This allows an agent to compute tradeoffs between cultural and other goals in
making decisions, as well as calculating the effect on a range of culturally meaningful
states of the actions of others. Different cultures can be modelled by changing the states
that are modelled, the links between actions, and the polarity and strengths of the effects
of actions on states. This work has been used to allow different cultural variants in the
framework in [17].

5 The way Forward

The ideal cultural model for virtual humans would include both internal and external
models. A basic framework would be established to cover approximately the universal
aspects of human behavior, with parameters for cultural specific constructs that can
allow a range of different behaviors in different cultural situations. An agent should be
able to learn these cultural constructs from observing and participating in interaction
within that cultural context and should be able to decide on the appropriate cultural
model to apply in a given situation. This learning may perhaps be short-cut by explicit
programming or non-experiential forms of learning and inference.

In order to get to this state of affairs there are several different sorts of advances
needed. First, we need more theoretical work on cultural constructs - what are the im-
portant concepts, how are they realized, how do they work with other parts of behavior
and cognition? A lot of this is social science work, but there is also a role for compu-
tational modelling, so that they theories can be cast at a sufficiently concrete fashion
for implementation. Second, we need a lot more empirical work on looking at the dis-
tribution of behaviors and cultures across culturally-relevant situations. We also need
more modelling work so that agents can properly make use of observations of cultural
phenomena and make full use of cultural rules, including using them for production,
interpretation, and inference. Finally, we need evaluation work at all levels, verifying
that the predictions that a model makes based on one set of data applies as the model
says it should to a new situation.

This is an exciting time for this kind of research! Relatively new observational
recording equipment and mathematical models can help bridge the gap between detailed
micro-analysis of specific behavior in cultural situations and large statistical tendencies
that are currently studied using indirect methods such as surveys of attitudes rather than
observed behavior. Machine learning and formal modelling techniques can make use
of large amounts of data to refine the models. Finally, and most importantly, virtual
humans themselves can be a laboratory for studying the predictions of cultural theories
and examining unforeseen consequences and gaps in the the theories that suggest areas
for further study.
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